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LOGLINE 
 

The unbelievable true story of shipyard worker Maurice Flitcroft, who having 
never played a round of golf in his life, entered the 1976 British Open and 
subsequently shot the worst round of golf in Open history, becoming a folk hero in 
the process. 

 
SHORT SYNOPSIS 

 
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN tells the heartwarming true story of Maurice 
Flitcroft (Mark Rylance), a dreamer and unrelenting optimist. This humble crane 
operator from Barrow-in-Furness managed to gain entry to The British Open Golf 
Championship qualifying in 1976, despite never playing a round of golf before. He 
shot the worst round in Open history and drew the ire of the golfing elite, but 
became a folk hero in the process and, more importantly, showed his family the 
importance of pursuing your dreams. 
 

LONG SYNOPSIS 
 

Maurice Flitcroft is a life-long dreamer. Things have never been easy for the 
working-class family man, but along the way he’s tried his hand at everything from 
writing and painting to high-diving and songwriting. His philosophy in life is 
simple: follow your dreams - something he encourages everyone around him to do 
as well. 
 
When 1976 arrives Maurice, with three adult sons and his loving wife Jean by his 
side, is staring down the barrel of unemployment as the ship building industry 
becomes nationalised. Facing an uncertain future, inspiration strikes him one day 
– in the form of a golf club. With encouragement from Jean, he applies to enter 
the British Open Golf Championship, as a professional. The only drawback of 
Maurice’s plan? He has never played a round of golf in his life. 
With pluckiness, optimism and his twin sons - who happen to be champion disco 
dancers – at his side, Maurice pulls off a series of stunning, hilarious, and 
heartwarming attempts to compete at the highest level of professional golf, all 
without success, and much to the annoyance of the elitist golfing community - but 
to the delight of fans worldwide where his exploits became folklore. 
Based on the remarkable true story of a man who embodied the ethos of 
“everyone deserves a shot at glory”, THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN is the 
extraordinary story of an ordinary man who - with the encouragement of his 
family - made history by reminding us all to dream big, no matter how it turns out. 
 
 



Genesis of the project 
 

More than 14 years ago, actor/writer Simon Farnaby and producer Tom Miller first 
spoke about the story of Maurice Flitcroft, the crane driver-turned-golfer who 
pursued his unlikely dream of playing the British Open, shooting the event’s worst 
ever score. Miller recalls, “Simon told me the true story of Flitcroft and it just 
sounded fantastic. Not only is it a really funny story because Maurice is a natural 
eccentric, but I also think it had something else to say about hope and dreams. It 
was so much more than just a sports story.” 
 
Miller and Farnaby made some research trips to Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria, in 
northern England, to meet Maurice’s old friends and surviving members of his 
family, and to learn more about the man behind the headlines. On one of those 
trips, sports journalist Scott Murray came along to help sniff out the Flitcroft story. 
Murray says, “Maurice’s story needed to be told properly. It was in danger of 
being lost in the mists of time, which was absurd really; it’s one of the great jump 
the-rope sporting stories, a proper real-life romp – though his heroic, bittersweet 
battle to achieve something tangible, despite having been dealt a bad hand in 
life, and his desire to get the better of The Man, transcends mere sport. Maurice 
was bursting with humanity, and his tale does too.” 
 
Farnaby wrote a treatment for a script, and Murray wrote a long article for The 
Guardian. Miller tried to get a film off the ground, but there wasn’t much traction 
at that time, so Farnaby and Murray decided to use the material to write an 
entertaining biographical book instead: Yellow Jersey Press published The 
Phantom of The Open in 2010 and Maurice once again made headlines. 
“I find losers more interesting than winners,” explains Farnaby. “Maurice reminds 
me of Don Quixote tilting at windmills. It was also key that he wasn’t a joke. When 
Scott and I did the research for the book, we spoke to Maurice’s friends and 
asked, ‘Was this a joke for Maurice?’ And they said, ‘No, no no! He genuinely 
thought he could do it.’ Then it became a really interesting story.” 
Miller never gave up on his dream of seeing Flitcroft on the big screen, and when 
he set up his production company Water & Power Productions, he got back in 
touch with Farnaby, and optioned Farnaby and Murray’s book The Phantom of 
the Open. This time round they were more successful with the pitch, and backed 
by the British Film Institute (BFI), Farnaby started to write the screenplay. 
Miller adds, “Simon is a naturally funny guy and he's always going to bring 
something that's slightly quirky and offbeat to a story, but he also marries that 
with real heart in his writing, he knows how to connect with an audience 
emotionally.” With that new script, Miller joined forces with co-producers, Baby 
Cow, bringing on Nichola Martin to produce and Christine Langan as executive 
producer. The team then secured the backing of BBC Film, sales company 
Cornerstone Films and Ingenious Media. 
 
Miller and Martin also engaged independent producer Kate Glover to oversee 



physical production, and Water & Power’s James Swarbrick joined Langan as an 
executive producer. Cornerstone Films’ Alison Thompson and Mark Gooder soon 
joined, along with Ingenious Media’s Peter Touche and Christelle Conan, the BFI’s 
Mary Burke, and BBC Film’s Rose Garnett and Emma Duffy completed the 
executive producing team. Those partners saw the film’s unique potential, Miller 
recalls. “I think everyone felt that this is a story about hope and it's upbeat and it's 
about overcoming whatever obstacles surround you,” he says. 
Martin adds, “This just epitomises the kind of stories that Baby Cow loves telling – 
it’s dramatic but has comedy and is so full of heart, and something just a little bit 
quirky and original. Who doesn’t love an underdog story?” 
 

Finding a director with a bold vision 
 

Bringing on the right director was essential, and Miller and Martin were keen to 
approach Craig Roberts, the Welsh actor-turned-director making a name for his 
inventive approach to filmmaking with his first two features JUST JIM and 
ETERNAL BEAUTY. Roberts had worked with Mary Burke at the BFI on ETERNAL 
BEAUTY and she was keen to recommend him to the producers. 
Miller explains that they also knew that Roberts could give a global, universal 
appeal to the Flitcroft story. “Both of Craig’s first two films have incredible use of 
colour and composition and movement,” Miller explains. “When we met him to 
discuss the film adaptation of THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN, he used references 
like BOOGIE NIGHTS and CATCH ME IF YOU CAN, when other people might have 
said THE FULL MONTY as a reference. We wanted something visually exciting in 
Maurice’s story and we saw that in Craig’s previous films and his take on Maurice’s 
story.” 
 
Roberts loved the script the first moment he read it. “There are many, many, many, 
many elements that drew me to the script and these characters,” the director 
says. “Maurice is just incredible and so driven and so full of hope. There is so much 
love and support in this family.” 
He adds, “I’m not overly broad with my comedy and it felt like Simon’s script 
landed straight in the middle of comedy and drama. If you’re going to laugh, it’s 
not because of a silly gag, it’s because the characters are funny.” 
Roberts latched onto one key moment in the script: “One scene that made me 
want to do the film immediately was when there was a small moment where 
Maurice is in his shipyard work uniform, and he takes it off like Superman and 
underneath is his golf outfit. That informed a lot of the iconography throughout 
the film.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Assembling the perfect cast 
 

With Roberts on board, the next task was finding their perfect Maurice, a search 
led by casting director Shaheen Baig. The team aimed high with their dream 
choice: Oscar winner Mark Rylance. 
 
Miller says, “The key to Maurice is that he is sincere. We were trying to think of an 
actor who we always believed, no matter what they're doing. Mark just has that 
in his eyes. You just believe it. You want to empathise with him, you want to be on 
his side…Although they're very different characters outwardly, I think there's a 
similarity with Mark Rylance and Maurice Flitcroft in that they create their own 
narrative, create their own worlds.” 
 
Rylance remembers, “The script appealed to me right away, as well as the book 
Simon had written with Scott. Both are written with great enjoyment and 
language and fun. It had a sense of respect and enjoyment of Maurice Flitcroft, 
and his whole family.” 
 
Rylance also connected personally to Maurice’s positive attitude. “Maurice is one 
of these people who sees the cup is always certainly half full rather than half 
empty, no matter what the evidence to the contrary might be. And I certainly 
feel him in me at times. I wish he was in me all the time.” 
The actor adds that the journey of the whole Flitcroft family appealed to him. “I 
like to be part of stories that I enjoy and feel like you can come out of them feeling 
like you've eaten a good meal, like you've gotten some nourishment, as well as 
enjoyment and taste.” 
 
Roberts was thrilled when Rylance said yes. “He’s got such great, great timing and 
it was exciting to see him do a more comedic role. We want this film to feel as big 
as possible and you can't really get any bigger than Mark Rylance in terms of his 
skillset.” Roberts continues, “He’s great with dialogue, but he’s also wonderful in 
silences when he’s reacting. It’s a really beautiful performance and with just one 
look he can break your heart or make you laugh.”Rylance was especially careful 
that Maurice never comes across as “a clown,” Farnaby adds. “He wanted to come 
from a grounded place, even if we are getting laughs.” 
 
Although he has experience with the likes of Steven Spielberg, Aaron Sorkin and 
Christopher Nolan, Rylance was equally excited to work with a rising director like 
Roberts. “Craig is a very creatively ambitious director in the most excellent way. 
He is absolutely in love with the imaginative use of image and sound and is so 
ambitious on that front. Because this is a story about someone who looks outside 
the box and certainly hits the ball outside of the box (laughs), it's good for the film 
to be imaginative.” 
 
Even before Roberts was attached, the producers had already thought of Oscar 



nominee Sally Hawkins to play Maurice’s supportive wife Jean. She had great 
experience already with Roberts, both acting opposite him in SUBMARINE and 
more recently when he directed her as the lead in ETERNAL BEAUTY. 
Roberts says of Jean and Maurice, “They had the most beautiful relationship of 
lifting each other up when they felt down. So we really needed somebody that 
could come in and just show all the shades really of Jean. And Sally is very lovable 
but also very funny as well.” Martin says, “You really felt from the minute that 
Mark and Sally came together they were husband and wife in a very charming way. 
There was a magical alchemy.” 
 
Rylance certainly agrees they made a great on-screen couple: “I'd be very 
happy to just make films with Sally Hawkins for the rest of my life,” he says with a 
smile. “Some people just bring an imaginative spirit into the room, which brings 
the best out of you. She was like an angel on set.” 
 
Rhys Ifans was cast somewhat against type as the uptight golf administrator Keith 
Mackenzie of the Royal & Ancient, the organisers of the Open. Ifans says of his 
character, “He's a very proud man, proud of the competition and its legacy and 
its traditions. He is a stickler for rules and then when Maurice Flitcroft turns up 
it's a real spanner in his works. He becomes kind of obsessed by him, because he 
believes that he's bringing the game into disrepute…So he's the villain in this story 
but he's not all bad.” Roberts had always wanted to work with his fellow 
Welshman Ifans. “This felt like a role that you wouldn’t expect him to do, so that 
was interesting, and I thought we could have fun with this.” 
 
Rylance had previously worked with Ifans in ANONYMOUS and was glad to reunite 
with his friend, “We spent a day in a bunker on a golf course and that was a good 
laugh. He’s a very funny man,” Rylance says. 
Jake Davies, who plays Jean’s son and Maurice’s stepson Michael, was drawn to 
the project because, as he says, “It’s a brilliant script. It's very, very funny. Even if 
I wasn’t in it, I’d be really excited to see this film.” 
 
Roberts says Davies “reminded me of a young Dustin Hoffman, he just had these 
eyes you want to follow. He could have gone comedic with this role, but he 
grounds it so much.” 
 
Rylance adds that it was a great experience working with twins Christian and 
Jonah Lees, who played the disco-dancing Flitcroft twins Gene and James, 
respectively. “They are very dedicated and talented. And to some degree there 
is one spirit existing between the two of them as well as them being individual.” 
Christian Lees recalls, “I don’t think I’ve been on such a relaxed set, even though 
some of the shots are quite complicated and there might be a lot of camera 
movement, and we’re shooting on film, so you might have expected a lot of 
angst. But Craig is so calm and that really helps the performances.” 
Acting opposite Oscar winner Rylance could have been daunting but as Jonah 
Lees says, “He is so warm and kind and you can’t help but feel comfortable 
around him… he’s one of those actors is that is so selfless, he’s always there for 



you.” 
 
Roberts says the Lees brothers “had that likeability and accessibility and the right 
energy straightaway…they were very subtle and smart with their choices.” 
All of the actors praised Roberts’ work with them. With all of his own acting 
experience, Davies notes, “You feel really supported because you know that 
Craig has been in your position before. Because he’s an actor, he gets it and 
sometimes he can speak to you in different ways.” Roberts says of his approach, 
“Knowing what actors want, it's not to clip their wings too early and to let them 
really experiment. That's when you're going to get the gold.” 
 

Before the shoot 
 

Rylance prepared in part by spending time in Barrow-in-Furness, in Cumbria, 
Northwest England, including a few nights out with Maurice’s surviving son James 
Flitcroft; by working with his longtime voice and dialect coach Martin McKellen, 
and also by taking golf lessons. Rylance recalls, “I was able to spend time with 
Maurice’s family and sons and grandchildren, it’s very helpful to spend some time 
with these people who have the wider understanding of who you're talking about. I 
did have some wonderful times in Barrow with James Flitcroft.” 
 
With the golfing side of things, he needed to wield a club like an amateur, but not 
with a swing like Tiger Woods. Longtime PGA professional Don Brennan, of 
Muswell Hill Golf Club in London, gave Rylance some lessons and was blown away 
at Rylance’s first attempt at golfing. Rylance’s father had played golf but Mark 
himself had never gotten into the sport. “I thought I would just give him some 
basics so he can get into this role, and the reality was he was so adept, it was 
ridiculous. It just connected to him because Mark is very sporty. He plays tennis 
and so we drew from that,” Brennan recalls. 
 
“Mark had the basics down in five minutes and we had him in ‘Maurice mode’ in 
10 minutes. He was transformed in no time at all.” 
Rylance could see how addictive golf could be. “I found I could hit the ball. And 
occasionally it went in generally in the direction that I had imagined (laughs). I 
could see the appeal of it. Though, actually, sometimes my worst shots were also 
really useful for the film.” 
 
Brennan hopes this film can show people that golf doesn’t need to be stuffy and 
snobby. “I love how Maurice championed the game and would decry any 
formality. He was a champion of the game and a defamer of the ‘golf culture.’ I 
hope this can be a clarion call to raise awareness of golf and break that sense of 
exclusivity in the golf world.” 
 
 
 



Talented teams 
 
Costume designer Sian Jenkins had already worked on Roberts’ past two films as 
a director and knows how collaborative he can be – “He wants everybody to 
have input and to have a creative team. All heads of department had worked 
so well together from the very beginning of this film.” 
 
Building on that ‘Superman moment’ from the script, we took the primary colours 
of red, blue and yellow as “a jumping off point for Maurice.” She explains, “Craig 
and I are very palette-driven.” Roberts adds, “During the movie we find those 
colours and then lose them and pick them back up later. I really do love using every 
department as much as possible in terms of pushing the story forward, whether it 
be through their costumes, or their makeup design.” 
 
Because THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN is inspired by real events, Jenkins could look 
at archive material for inspiration. “Maurice was a real person and we’re telling a 
real story, but also you want to make it filmic. So we wanted the characters to 
look real and not too comic. We didn’t want it to feel like fancy dress, because 
there could be a danger for that in ‘70s clothing.” 
 
This was the right approach for Rylance as well. Jenkins adds, “When I met Mark 
he’d done a lot of research about Maurice, and he didn’t want him to look funny. 
He wanted him to feel grounded. We were able to use reference pictures and 
change them slightly to work for the film,” she adds. Jenkins continues, “With Jean, 
we wanted her to feel very feminine, we used pastels a lot with her in the ‘60s but 
made the colours slightly brighter as she came into the ‘80s.” 
 
She also had fun with the disco-dancing outfits for the twins. “The majority of our 
wardrobes were vintage but we made the disco suits for the twins, using colours 
such as magenta and lilac.” She relished the chance to work with vintage golf 
looks. “The ‘70s golf clothing is brilliant as it was more fun than golf attire is now! 
If you watch the British Opens at that time, what the golfers are wearing is bright 
and vibrant compared to what we see now.” 
 
Rylance jokes that he wasn’t personally drawn to the ‘70s golf looks. “Golf 
clothing! What is that about? Sorry, no offence to the golfers!” Rylance says with 
a laugh, “I guess it's good to present a visible target when people are hitting 
objects at you at a great speed.” 
 
Hair & Make-up Designer Tara McDonald had never worked with Roberts as a 
director but had worked with him as an actor on SUBMARINE. She also wanted to 
get to that realism and accuracy of the period and the real Flitcroft family. “We 
had to be as true as possible to these characters,” she says. 
 
Again, Rylance was keen to be accurate for Maurice. “Mark was keen to get it 
as accurate as possible. And we’re showing Maurice from the 1950s to the 1980s 



so there were a lot of looks trying to age him, this was just with makeup not facial 
prosthetics. Sometimes we would shoot all four decades in one day! So there were 
some tricks we could use, like using fake teeth in his later years, using a hairpiece 
when he was younger and colouring his own hair grey in the 1980s.” For the twins, 
she adds, “They had bowl cuts in the 1970s and we used extensions to give them a 
kind of mullet for the 1980s.” 
 
Production Designer Sarah Finlay also loved the challenge of working across 
decades: “You’re dealing with the ‘70s and ‘80 and a bit of ‘50s and ‘60s so we 
had a lot of opportunities to explore, that was an exciting aspect to this film.” 
She matched much of the set of the Flitcroft family home to family photos of the 
time, and also tried to be accurate with the golfing of the era. “We did a lot of 
research. For instance, golf carts used at British golf courses weren’t as big as the 
carts form America.” They found the vintage golf carts they needed on eBay. 
 
With Roberts being a very visual director, of course the cinematography was 
carefully considered. He once again wanted to collaborate with cinematographer 
Kit Fraser, who also worked on JUST JIM and ETERNAL BEAUTY. Glover praises the 
“strong relationship” already in place with Roberts and Fraser. Fraser says, “Craig 
is a great collaborator because whilst he has a really detailed idea of how he wants 
the film to look he is also very open to new ideas and always considers them in 
full. He is also a very visual director, which is great for the other visual heads of 
department because we get clear instruction and understanding of how he wants 
the film to look.” 
 
Roberts explains, “We wanted to see the movie through Maurice’s eyes and 
reflect his ambitions and his aspirations. For some of the film, we shot 2:35 
anamorphic because we wanted it to feel as wide as possible. We really wanted 
the film to feel as magical as possible.” Fraser adds, “We wanted to create a subtle 
difference between Maurice’s life at the shipyard and his life in the golfing world. 
One of which we saw as a bleak reality and the other an aspirational fantasy.” 
 
The cinematographer continues, “We wanted the film to really stand out from 
other British films in the genre of comedy-dramas too. We were keen to avoid the 
grey skies and dull colours that are commonly associated with British films. We 
felt that giving the film a distinct flare - the fast camera movements, colourful 
costumes, bold compositions, would really help differentiate it.” 
 
He concludes, “I’m proud of the bold fantasy sequences because I think these 
really help to transport the audience into Maurice’s mindset and add a whole 
other dimension to the story.” 
 
Editor Jonathan Amos had never worked with Roberts before but when the 
script crossed his desk, “creatively it looked really interesting,” says the editor, 
whose credits include ATTACK THE BLOCK, PADDINGTON 2, and BABY DRIVER. 
“Sometimes comedy is not very fun to edit, you get notes that people just want it 
to be funnier and funnier and funnier. But this film was more than comedy and 



Craig’s vision was very bold, he really sold it to me.” 
 
Amos continues, “He had some interesting references, and you could tell with this 
great cast this wasn’t going to be a typical British comedy. I knew it would be 
cinematic. Craig shot it in a really clever way,” especially shooting the golf scenes 
– “the way Craig wanted to move the camera had real propulsion.”  
 
Amos used software called Evercast that let him and Roberts collaborate remotely 
during the editing process, even in strict UK lockdowns. “That gave us both a lot of 
flexibility in how we worked,” Amos adds. He adds that Roberts was very diligent – 
“there was no stone left unturned, he’s really creative and inventive, and also not 
afraid to challenge his own opinions. We could go through 10 other ideas. That’s 
what gives the film the extra layer of polish, not just accepting that first solution.” 
 
Composer Isobel Waller-Bridge, whose credits include FLEABAG, BLACK MIRROR 
and EMMA, loved Roberts’ ETERNAL BEAUTY and jumped at the chance to work 
with him on THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN. “Craig was so creative and generous 
but also really clear from the starting point. He wanted the music to be very 
character-driven and driven by emotions. He didn’t say, ‘let’s do this 
instrumentation.’” Waller-Bridge found the story of Maurice’s journey very 
inspiring. “When I learned about the story of the Flitcrofts, it really moved me and 
it just made me feel good. It was a story I really wanted to help bring to the 
world.” 
 
She first composed a theme for Maurice and that informed the whole score, 
which is led by piano, with some ‘warmth’ from orchestral instruments, and also 
incorporates a small male choir, to evoke a Northern working men’s club vibe. 
 
“Craig and I were inspired by older films, and some melodic scores, but we were 
also thinking of the triumph of Maurice Flitcroft as a sort of superhero. We thought 
of both his world on the ground and also his dream world.” 
 

More than 18 holes of locations 
 

THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN shot at various locations in the UK in October and 
November of 2020. 
 
The team shot at several golf courses: Littlestone Golf Club in Kent, Bushey Hall 
Golf Club in Hertfordshire, Mill Hill Golf Club in Greater London and West 
Middlesex Golf Club in West London. 
 
Other shooting locations included the Sheraton Skyline Hotel near Heathrow 
(which stood in for the US golf club banquet); ExCel London (where the set was 
built for Maurice’s crane cabin and the Flitcroft family home); Aldenham War 
Memorial Hall in Watford (for the community theatre); Sneath’s of London (for the 



shipyard offices), and Mildmay Community Centre in Stoke Newington. 
 
In what was going to already be a demanding shoot, the team also had the extra 
challenge of safely shooting during the COVID pandemic. “The film is set from the 
1930s up to the 1980s and involved a lot of locations. There were always going to 
be a lot of scenes and setups, so we knew this was a challenge,” says Miller. 
 
Martin recalls many tough discussions and decisions about whether to go ahead 
with the shoot or to postpone it for a year or more. The BBC and BFI were able to 
cover extra costs related to the pandemic. “They really helped us carry that 
additional burden,” says Martin of the film’s backers. 
 
Increased costs included employing a COVID-specialist team, testing of cast and 
crew regularly during the shoot, hiring bigger spaces and boosting transportation 
needs for extras, and of course more cleaning of the set and many disposable 
masks, among other precautions. Martin says the cast and crew adapted 
amazingly well, “there was a real Dunkirk, can-do spirit,” she remembers. Glover 
adds, “Everyone was wearing masks and being smart with the safety guidelines. 
And I think people found it a relief to be going back to work.” 
 
That was true for Rhys Ifans, who realized how much he had missed film sets. “It 
was wonderful to be back working, especially because I spent the first lockdown 
on my own. Filmmaking and film sets have always in many ways been my 
community…so it was wonderful to return to that and go back to the business of 
telling stories.” 
 
Roberts says the trio of producers deserve extra credit for planning a secure 
pandemic shoot. “The producers did such a fantastic job of making sure things 
were so safe.” 
 
Rylance agrees, “The producers have been fantastic. To get anything made 
during COVID is fantastic, but to go it with good spirit and generosity and care for 
everyone, they have been lovely.” 
 

Inspiring the audience 
 

Miller recalls the special moment of seeing his dream of 14 years come to life 
during the shooting day for Maurice’s first Open qualifying round. ”We had this 
scene with Maurice teeing off with the other golfers. It was a beautiful sunny day, 
and Craig did this beautiful camera move down from the commentary box. 
Suddenly you saw the colour, the movement, the performances from Mark and 
the rest of the cast – it all came together. That’s when I realized, ‘This is going to 
be something special.’ What a wonderful moment.” 
 
Roberts hopes the film can bring Maurice’s inspiring – and funny – story to move 



a new audience. “I hope that people don't take the small moments in life for 
granted and they seize the moment when big opportunities face them. I hope 
that people get up and do something they want to do.” 
 
The backdrop of golf shouldn’t scare off audiences, as the director notes, “People 
who don’t know about boxing can still watch RAGING BULL! The golf scenes bring 
a lot of fun but it’s more about Maurice’s family being around him and all the love 
he has in his life. Golf could be a metaphor for anything. But I am also proud that 
golf looks really cool in this film!” 
 
As Rylance concludes: “It would be an unhappy world if you can’t find a bit of 
Maurice Flitcroft in yourself.” 
 

MAURICE FLITCROFT BIOGRAPHY 
 

Maurice G. Flitcroft was born in Manchester on November 23, 1929 and grew up 
in Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria; he spent four years during the second world war 
living in Scotland. 
 
After serving in the Merchant Navy he worked as a bus conductor, turned his 
hand to painting, knocking out some half-decent Picasso pastiches, tried 
songwriting, and even acrobatic stunt diving with the comedy troupe Grin & 
Splash. 
 
Then he worked as a crane operator the Vickers-Armstrongs shipyard in Barrowin- 
Furness. He met his future wife Jean at the shipyard, where she worked as a 
secretary. 
 
At the 1976 British Open qualifying round at Formby, Flitcroft made history by 
shooting 121, 49 over par and the worst score ever in the Open’s history (a record 
that still stands today and will probably never be broken). He was 46 at the time 
and playing his first round of golf, with a set of cheap mail-order golf clubs packed 
into his imitation-leather red golf bag. The British press went wild for Maurice’s 
story, but golf’s governing body The Royal & Ancient, tried to ban him from ever 
playing again. 
 
But Maurice didn’t give up, over the next two decades he tried, tried and tried 
again to qualify for the Open in increasingly bizarre ways, making him a folk hero 
for hackers and sporting romantics alike on both sides of the Atlantic as he chased 
his improbable dream. 
 
He continued to enter the Open under pseudonyms such as Gene Pacecki, 
Gerald Hoppy, James Beau Jolly, Arnold Palmtree and Count Manfred Von 
Hoffmenstal, among others, sometimes employing elaborate disguises such as 
fake moustaches, wigs and a deer stalker hat. His golf never improved to 



professional level, but he was determined to pursue his passion and he last played 
the Open in 1990. 
 
The Blythefield Country Club in Belmont, Michigan named its member-guest 
tournament in his honor, and they honoured Maurice and his family at the 1988 
tournament and banquet. 
 
He announced his retirement from golf in 2006 and died from a lung infection on 
March 24, 2007 at the age of 77. His wife Jean had died in 2002. 
 
Jean had children from a previous relationship, but together Maurice and Jean 
had twins Gene Van Flitcroft and James Harlequin Flitcroft. They were both disco 
dancing champions, winning a number of prestigious events around the world. 
 
During his later years, Flitcroft penned an unpublished memoir, which is quoted in 
2010 biography Phantom of the Open: Maurice Flitcroft, the World's Worst Golfer, 
published by Yellow Jersey Press, written by Simon Farnaby and Scott Murray. 
 
The Flitcroft family including Maurice’s son James and granddaughters Bianca 
and Bronte were involved in the making of THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN, with 
James and Bianca even appearing on screen in the movie. 
 

CAST BIOGRAPHIES 
 

MARK RYLANCE (Maurice Flitcroft) 
Mark Rylance is having a remarkable acting career, and so far his performances 
have earned him an Academy Award®, three Tony Awards®, two Olivier Awards 
and three BAFTAs. Along with his cast members, he won the 2021 SAG Award for 
best ensemble, playing William Kunstler in THE TRIAL OF THE CHICAGO 7. His 
latest roles in Terrence Malick’s THE LAST PLANET and Adam McKay’s DON’T 
LOOK UP, both of which are still to be released. 
 
In 2018, Rylance was in Steven Spielberg's sci-fi thriller READY PLAYER ONE, the 
box office and Oscar® winning success DUNKIRK directed by Christopher Nolan in 
2017, and he played 'The Big Friendly Giant' in Spielberg's THE BFG in 2016. 
 
Rylance was born in England in 1960 and emigrated with his family to America in 
1962. He lived in Connecticut until 1969 and then moved to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, 
where he lived until returning to London in 1978. Mark trained at The Royal 
Academy of Dramatic Art (1978-1980) under Hugh Cruttwell, and The Glasgow 
Citizens Theatre gave him his first job in 1980, a year in repertoire, a trip to the 
carnival in Venice with Goldoni, and an Equity card. 
 
Having focused mainly on theatre work, Rylance shot to fame with his foray into 
major films and TV, most notably his Oscar® and BAFTA-winning performance as 



Rudolf Abel in BRIDGE OF SPIES and the critically acclaimed WOLF HALL, directed 
by Peter Kosminsky. His portrayal of Thomas Cromwell garnered a BAFTA TV 
Award for Best Actor, Limited Series or Movie and an Emmy® nomination. 
 
Rylance was the artistic director of Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre in London for 10 
years (1996-2006) and played a major part in creating its ongoing success. In 2015, 
he returned to the Globe Theatre and the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse as King 
Philippe V in “Farinelli and the King,” written by Claire van Kampen. This was 
followed by a run in London’s West End, garnering six Olivier Award nominations, 
before the play moved to Broadway in November 2017. 
 
His latest role brought him back to the West End with "Nice Fish" which he starred 
in and co-wrote with Louis Jenkins, earning an Olivier nomination, this time 
directed by van Kampen, having had successful runs in Boston and New York. 
 
In 2007, Rylance wrote his first play, “I Am Shakespeare,” which premiered at the 
Chichester Festival Theatre under the direction of Matthew Warchus and was 
published in 2012 by Nick Hern Books. Additional companies he has worked for 
include: the RSC; RNT; The Bush; The Tricycle; Shared Experience; TFANA (New 
York); and for his own companies, The London Theatre of Imagination (LTI) and 
Phoebus Cart. Throughout his career, he has acted in more than 50 productions 
by Shakespeare and his contemporaries. 
 
Additional theater roles include: Countess Olivia in “Twelfth Night”; “Richard III”; 
and Johnny “Rooster” Byron in “Jerusalem”; Valere in “La Bête” and Robert in 
“Boeing-Boeing.” He won Best Actor Tony Awards® for "Twelth Night,” 
“Jerusalem” and “Boeing-Boeing”; Best Actor Olivier Awards for “Jerusalem” and 
“Much Ado About Nothing”; and the Best Actor BAFTA Award for the TV movie THE 
GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR. 
 
Other film and television credits include: THE GUNMAN directed by Pierre Morel; 
DAYS AND NIGHTS (Palm Springs International Film Festival, 2014), directed by 
Christian Camargo and produced by Juliet Rylance; ANONYMOUS; THE OTHER 
BOLEYN GIRL; THE GRASS ARENA; LOVE LIES BLEEDING; INTIMACY; ANGELS 
AND INSECTS; NOCTURNE and INSTITUE BENJAMENTA by the Brothers Quay. He 
is also the voice of Flop in the BBC’s BING BUNNY animated TV series. 
Rylance is an honorary bencher of the Middle Temple Hall in London; trustee of 
The Shakespearean Authorship Trust; an ambassador of SURVIVAL the movement 
for tribal peoples; and a patron of PEACE DIRECT, working for non-violent 
resolution of conflict. In 2017 he was knighted by HRH Prince William for services 
to Drama. 
 
SALLY HAWKINS (Jean Flitcroft) 
Sally Hawkins is one of the UK's most respected actresses. Her extensive and 
impressive body of work has been widely lauded by the Academy Awards, BAFTA 
and Golden Globes. In 2017, Hawkins starred in Guillermo del Toro's THE SHAPE 
OF WATER, alongside Michael Shannon, Octavia Spencer and Richard Jenkins. 



Hawkins received Best Actress nominations from Academy Awards, BAFTA and 
Golden Globes. 
 
Earlier the same year she starred opposite Ethan Hawke in director Aisling Walsh's 
MAUDIE, the story of Maud Lewis, the disabled Nova Scotian folk artist. She is 
perhaps best known for playing Mrs Brown in Paul King's PADDINGTON and 
PADDINGTON 2 alongside Hugh Bonneville, Julie Walters, Nicole Kidman and 
Hugh Grant. In 2018 she finished filming the lead role in the British independent 
feature film ETERNAL BEAUTY, written and directed by Craig Roberts. She starred 
in the second series of the highly acclaimed miniseries THE HOLLOW CROWN, 
based on Shakespeare's history plays. She played the role of Eleanor, Duchess of 
Gloucester, amongst a cast which included Benedict Cumberbatch and Judi 
Dench. 
 
In 2013, Hawkins starred opposite Cate Blanchett in Woody Allen's BLUE JASMINE, 
for which she received Best Supporting Actress nominations from the Academy 
Awards, BAFTA and Golden Globes. She went on to win an Empire Award for her 
critically acclaimed performance. Hawkins additionally won a Golden Globe for 
her portrayal of the playful Poppy in Mike Leigh's HAPPY GO LUCKY. 
 
Her other feature film credits include X+Y (Morgan Matthews, 2014), MADE IN 
DAGENHAM (Nigel Cole, 2010), NEVER LET ME GO (Mark Romanek, 2010), 
SUBMARINE (Richard Ayoade. 2010), AN EDUCATION (Lone Scherfig, 2009), 
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (Mike Newell, 2012), CASSANDRA’S DREAM (Woody Allen, 
2007), and LAYER CAKE (Matthew Vaughan, 2004), as well as ALL OR NOTHING 
and VERA DRAKE (Mike Leigh, 2002 and 2004, respectively). Her notable TV 
appearances include Adrian Shergold's PERSUASION (ITV), Marc Munden's SHINY 
SHINY BRIGHT NEW HOLE IN MY HEART (BBC), FINGERSMITH (BBC) and TIPPING 
THE VELVET (BBC). 
 
In theatre, Hawkins originated the lead role in Nick Payne's Constellations at the 
Royal Court Theatre and West End. Her further work includes Romeo and Juliet, in 
the West End; Much Ado About Nothing and A Midsummer Night's Dream, at 
Regent's Park Open Air Theatre; The Wintering and Country Music, at Royal Court 
Theatre; House of Barnada Alba, at National Theatre; and Mrs. Warren's 
Profession, on Broadway. 
 
RHYS IFANS (Keith Mackenzie) 
Ifans is currently filming GAME OF THRONES prequel series, HOUSE OF THE 
DRAGON, playing Hand of the King, Otto Hightower. Later this year, he can be 
seen in season two of crime thriller series TEMPLE with Mark Strong. Matthew 
Vaughn’s latest film THE KING’S MAN will see Ifans play the flamboyant Rasputin. 
Recently, he completed the historical comedy drama film MISBEHAVIOUR, starring 
alongside Kiera Knightley and Keeley Hawes. In 2019, Ifans completed a main 
stage run of On Bear Ridge at The Royal Court playing John Daniel. 
 



Season three of BERLIN STATIONS, a TV spy series for Epix, saw Ifans play CIA 
agent Hector De Jean, shortly after the success of Patrick Marber’s newly directed 
adaptation of the timeless classic Exit The King at the National Theatre. His 
compelling performance in 2018 as Ebenezer Scrooge in A Christmas Carol and 
King Lear both at the Old Vic Theatre saw him receive four/five stars across the 
board. He starred in the Oliver Stone’s film SNOWDEN alongside Joseph Gordon- 
Levitt and Shailene Woodley. 
 
He starred opposite Johnny Depp, Anne Hathaway and Helena Bonham Carter 
in James Bobin’s ALICE THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS (2016). 
 
Rhys Ifans is perhaps the most commercially known for his scene-stealing 
performance in Roger Michell's NOTTING HILL (1999) for this portrayal of Hugh 
Grant’s roommate Spike, where he starred opposite Julia Roberts and Hugh 
Grant. Ifans received a BAFTA nomination for Best Performance by an Actor in a 
Supporting Role. 
 
Additional credits include DOMINION, UNDER MILK WOOD, LEN AND COMPANY, 
THE FIVE-YEAR ENGAGEMENT, SERENA, ANOTHER ME, THE AMAZING 
SPIDERMAN, ANONYMOUS, HARRY POTTER AND THE DEATHLY HALLOWS, 
GREENBERG, THE BOAT THAT ROCKEED, ELIZABETH: THE GOLDEN AGE, 
HANNIAL RISING, ONCE UPON A TIME IN THE MIDLANDS, HUMAN NATURE, 
HOTEL, THE SHIPPING NEWS, THE REPLACEMENTS, THE PARTING GLASS, 
OFFICIAL SECRETS, and TV’s NOT ONLY BUT ALWAYS, for which he won the BAFTA 
for Best Actor. 
 
Other stage roles include work at the Donmar Warehouse, National Theatre, Duke 
of York Theatre, Royal Court Theatre and at the Royal Exchange. 
 
JAKE DAVIES (Michael Flitcroft) 
Jake trained at The BRIT School for Performing Arts and Technology. 
 
His television roles include A CONFESSION (ITV); BLACK MIRROR (Netflix); THE 
MISSING II (BBC/Starz); SILENT WITNESS (BBC); CYBER BULLY (Channel 4); A 
MOTHER’S SON ITV); BAD EDUCATION (Tiger Aspect); HOLBY CITY and CALL THE 
MIDWIFE(BBC). 
 
Jake’s film credits include ARTEMIS FOWL (Disney); THE CURRENT WAR (The 
Weinstein Company); GHOST STORIES (Warp Films); PREGNANT PAUSE (Film 
London/Sky); and X+Y (Origin Pictures). 
 
Theatre work includes Lilith (The Bunker Theatre); The Divide by Alan Ayckbourn 
(The Old Vic, West End); Barbarians (West End); Yen (Royal Court Theatre and 
Manchester Royal Exchange); Friend or Foe (Mercury Theatre Colchester); The 
Jungle Book (Glasgow Citz); The Good Person Of Szechuan (Mercury Theatre 
Colchester); Beautiful Thing (West End and UK Tour); London Wall (The 
Finborough); Something for the Winter (Southwark Playhouse). 



In 2016 Jake was nominated for the Rising Star Award at the Evening Standard 
Film Awards. 
 
CHRISTIAN LEES (Gene Flitcroft) 
Christian is currently playing the lead role of Glen Matlock in PISTOL, Danny 
Boyle’s bio-series about the Sex Pistols for FX. He appears as a major recurring role 
across several series of the acclaimed ABC drama SPEECHLESS opposite Minnie 
Driver. His other TV credits include playing the lead role of Jerry Lee Lewis in 
CMT’s SUN RECORDS. His feature credits include the Cannes premiere TALE OF 
TALES, starring opposite Salma Hayek and John C Reilly; GUTPUNCH and THE 
LONG, LONELY WALK. 
 
JONAH LEES (James Flitcroft) 
Jonah appears in a lead regular role in Netflix’s fantasy series THE LETTER FOR 
THE KING. His credits include playing Jimmy Lee Swaggart in CMT’s SUN 
RECORDS; appearing in TALE OF TALES, opposite Salma Hayek and John C Reilly, 
playing Young Eric Morecambe in the BAFTA winning ERIC & ERNIE and a 
recurring role on Canal Plus series BORGIA. 
 
MARK LEWIS JONES (Cliff) 
BAFTA Cymru-winning actor Mark Lewis Jones is from Wrexham, Wales and is 
renowned for his television roles in hit productions such as BAFTA-nominated 
STELLA, NATIONAL TREASURE and most recently reprising his role on KEEPING 
FAITH for which he was nominated for a BAFTA in 2018, as well as appearances in 
Hollywood blockbusters including STAR WARS: THE LAST JEDI, QUEEN OF THE 
DESERT and GWEN directed by William McGregor. In 2016, Mark won a BAFTA 
Cymru award for Best Actor in the film thriller THE PASSING/YR YMADAWIAD and 
was nominated in the same category at the 2017 Cymru Awards for his role in THE 
LIGHTHOUSE, directed by Chris Crow. 
 
In 2019 Mark played some remarkable roles in the hotly anticipated dramas 
CARNIVAL ROW (Netflix), CHERNOBYL (HBO), THE CROWN (Netflix) and the ITV 
Drama THE ACCIDENT directed by Sandra Goldbacher. He can also be seen in 
the feature film APOSTLE (directed by Gareth Evans) on Netflix as well as feature 
film THE GOOD LIAR (Directed by Bill Condon) alongside Ian McKellen. 
He can recently be seen in GANGS OF LONDON on Sky, directed by Gareth 
Evans; THIRD DAY, also on Sky, directed by Marc Munden and Philppa Lowthorpe; 
and REBECCA, on Netflix, directed by Ben Wheatley. 
 
JOHANN MYERS (Willie) 
Johann Myers has worked extensively in theatre, TV and film. 
 
His theatre work includes roles at The National Theatre, Royal Court, Orange Tree 
Theatre, Nottingham Playhose, Young Vic and Soho Theatre. 
 
Television work includes BRASSIC (Sky Atlantic), TRIBES OF EUROPA (Netflix / 
MIA Film), SMALL AXE (BBC), WHEEL OF TIME (Amazon Studios / Partnership 



Pictures), TEMPLE (Temple TV Productions), MAN LIKE MOBEEN (Tiger Aspect), 
SILENT WITNESS (BBC), SNATCH (Little Island Productions), NEIL GAIMAN’S 
LIKELY STORIES (Sid Gentle Films), NATIONAL TREASURE (The Forge), 
CORONATION STREET (ITV Studios), DEATH IN PARADISE (Red Planet Pictures), 
BLACK MIRROR: THE NATIONAL ANTHEM (Zeppotron), TWENTY TWELVE (BBC), 
LUTHER (BBC Drama), THE FIXER (Kudos), THE UNLOVED (EM Media/Revolution 
Films), SPOOKS: CODE 9 (Kudos), EASTENDERS (BBC), and STATE OF PLAY (Endor 
Productions for BBC). 
 
Johann’s film credits include UNDERGODS (RSA Films/ February Sixteen Films), 
YARDIE (Warp Films), MARY MAGDALENE (See-Saw Films/ Universal Pictures), 
THE LOST CITY OF Z (Plan B Entertainment), THE BANK JOB (Relativity 
Media/Skyline (Baker St), CHROMOPHOBIA (Quinta Communications/Rotholz 
Pictures), BLACK HAWK DOWN (Scott Free Productions/Revolution Studios), KISS 
KISS BANG BANG (Pagoda Film/Sky Pictures), A ROOM FOR ROMEO BRASS 
(Company Pictures) and TWENTY FOUR SEVEN (Scala Films/BBC Films). 
 
ASH TANDON (Lloyd Donovan) 
Ash Tandon is currently filming as series regular Kareem Riaz on the third season 
of ITV drama THE BAY. 
 
He previously played “DCI Sharma” in the BBC show BODYGUARD for which he 
won an ACTA award for 'Best Actor', as well as "DI Guyatt" in SILENT WITNESS 
(BBC1). 
 
He also recently voiced two characters in the new supernatural video game LAST 
STOP which is due to be released on consoles in July 2021. 
 
TIM STEED (John Pegg) 
Tim can be seen playing John Profumo in series two of the critically acclaimed 
Netflix series THE CROWN and recently featured in Armando Ianucci's award 
winning THE DEATH OF STALIN. He recently finished a critically acclaimed run of 
James Graham’s INK, directed by Rupert Goold at the Almeida and West End. He 
also featured alongside Benedict Cumberbatch in THE CURRENT WAR which was 
directed by Alfonso Gomez-Rejon. 
 
Tim’s past TV credits include BREEDERS, BREXIT, WOLF HALL, FRESH MEAT and 
TWENTY TWELVE. He has appeared on stage at Shakespeare’s Globe, The Royal 
Court, Almeida Theatre and The National Theatre, amongst others. 
 
STEVE ORAM (Gerard Hopkins) 
Steve Oram is an actor and filmmaker best known for co-writing & starring in the 
brilliant independent feature film SIGHTSEERS with Alice Lowe, which won the 
award for Best Screenplay at the British Independent Film Awards, Mar del Plata 
Film Festival, Stiges Film Festival and the London Critics Circle Film Awards; it 
was also selected for the Cannes Film Festival. Nominations include Best Actor 
BIFA & London Film Critics Circle and Best Male Newcomer at the Empire Awards. 



In 2105 he made his feature film directorial debut with AAAAAAAAH. His extensive 
screen credits include the latest series of THE LINE OF DUTY, END OF THE 
F**KING WORLD, IN FABRIC, CODE 404, SALLY 4 EVER, GHOSTS, GLUE, THE 
MIGHTY BOOSH and THE WORLDS END. He recently wrapped on the feature film 
TEXT FOR YOU, opposite Priyanka Chopra & Russell Tovey, and will next be seen in 
PAUL DOOD’S DEADLY LUNCH BREAK. 
 

CREW BIOGRAPHIES 
 

CRAIG ROBERTS (director) 
Craig Roberts is a British actor, director, writer and producer. In 2010, Craig took 
on the role of protagonist Oliver Tate in Richard Ayoade’s British Independent 
feature SUBMARINE: a coming-of-age comedy-drama film adapted from the 
2008 novel of the same name, written by Joe Dunthorne and produced by Ben 
Stiller, the film also stars Sally Hawkins and Paddy Considine. This was 
internationally considered to be Craig’s breakout role, for which he won the 
BAFTA Cymru Award for Best Actor, the London Critics Circle Film Award for 
Young British Performer of the Year, and was nominated at the 2011 British 
Independent Film Awards in the category of Most Promising Newcomer and at the 
2012 Empire Awards for Best Male Newcomer. 
 
From October 2015- November 2017, Craig starred in three seasons of hit Amazon 
Prime series RED OAKS, playing the lead David Myers in the production from 
Steven Soderbergh and David Gordon Green. In June 2016, Craig played 
protagonist Trevor, a young man who suffers from Duchenne muscular dystrophy, 
opposite Paul Rudd and Selena Gomez in Rob Burnett’s THE FUNDAMENTALS OF 
CARING. The independent drama premiered at the 2016 Sundance Film Festival 
followed by a global release on Netflix. 
 
Craig made his directorial debut with independent feature JUST JIM in September 
2015. Shot in Wales, Craig also wrote the feature in which he stars as Jim opposite 
Emile Hirsch. The dark comedy tells the coming-of-age story of Jim, a lonely 
teenager whose life is completely changed by new American neighbor Dean. He 
also co-founded Cliff Edge Productions in 2016. 
 
Craig’s other notable screen credits include: THE CURRENT WAR, HORRIBLE 
HISTORIES: THE MOVIE, TOLKIEN, KILL YOUR FRIENDS, NEIGHBORS 
(international title BAD NEIGHBORS) Richard Ayoade’s THE DOUBLE, 22 JUMP 
STREET, BENNY & JOLENE, PREMATURE, Cary Fukunaga’s JANE EYRE, 
Independent features THE FIRST TIME and COMES A BRIGHT DAY, RED LIGHTS, 
BBC3 series BEING HUMAN, SKINS, IN LOVE WITH COWARD, and YOUNG 
DRACULA AND THE STORY OF TRACY BEAKER for the BBC. THE PHANTOM OF THE 
OPEN is his third feature film as a director. 
 
 



SIMON FARNABY (screenwriter and actor) 
BAFTA winning actor and writer Simon Farnaby adapted the script from his own 
book THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN, co-written by Scott Murray. Simon is currently 
working on two studio pictures with long-term collaborator Paul King. Together 
they wrote the much lauded BAFTA-winning classic PADDINGTON 2. 
 
Simon is currently adapting David Walliams' bestselling children's book BAD DAD 
for Netflix, Enid Blyton's THE MAGIC FARAWAY TREE for Studiocanal and Terry 
Brooks' MAGIC KINGDOM FOR SALE - SOLD for another streaming platform. 
 
He also stars in, produces and co-writes BBC One's BAFTA-nominated hit comedy 
GHOSTS, which has now also gone to series in America on CBS. He also co-wrote 
and starred in the cult comedy classic MINDHORN for BBC Films and Scott Free. 
Simon's first children's book, THE WIZARD IN MY SHED has also just been picked 
up by a major studio, and he is working on a follow up book as well. 
 
TOM MILLER (producer) 
Tom is a BAFTA, Broadcast Award, and Emmy Award winning Producer/Executive 
Producer working across film and TV. His credits include the record-breaking Sky 
One TV show CODE 404 starring Stephen Graham, Daniel Mays, and Anna 
Maxwell Martin (which he also co-created), LEE & DEAN for Channel 4, ROSE 
MATAFEO: TEMP for Channel 4, HORRIBLE HISTORIES for the BBC, and the indie 
film AAAAAAAAH! directed by Steve Oram (who also stars in THE PHANTOM OF 
THE OPEN). He has worked for a range of film and television production 
companies including Lion TV, Miramax, So TV, Sigma Films, Avalon, BBC 
Productions, Lighthouse Productions, and Scott Free, before establishing Water & 
Power Productions with Sam Myer and James Swarbrick. The company works 
across scripted comedy, drama, and film. 
 
NICHOLA MARTIN (producer) 
As head of development for Baby Cow Productions, Nichola oversaw 
development their TV drama and feature film slates from 2017 to 2020. In 2018, 
she executive produced Jon S Baird’s BAFTA-nominated STAN & OLLIE (2018). She 
additionally developed Zadie Smith and Nick Laird’s adaptation of SWING TIME 
for Channel 4; Paula Milne’s adaptation of John Sutherland’s memoir BLUE for 
BBC; Steve Coogan and Jess Williams’ original drama FAR OUT for BBC; and 
Rebecca Lenkiewicz’s feature adaptation of Deborah Levy’s HOT MILK for Film4. 
 
From 2013 to 2017, Nichola was development executive and executive producer 
at BBC Films. She commissioned and oversaw development, production and post 
of over 20 feature, short and documentary films, working with a wide variety of 
writers including Bill Nicholson; Jeff Pope & Steve Coogan; Simon Stephenson; 
Deborah Moggach; Tess Morris; Reggie Yates; Ol Parker; Jemma Kennedy; 
Nathaniel Martello-White; and Jennifer Saunders. Her credits include Stephen 
Frears’ FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS and PHILOMENA; Amma Asante’s A UNITED 
KINGDOM; Andy Serkis’ BREATHE; Saul Dibb’s SUITE FRANCAISE; Zawe Ashton’s 
HAPPY TOYS; Thomas Napper’s debut feature JAWBONE; DAVID BRENT: LIFE ON 



THE ROAD and ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS: THE MOVIE. Nichola was also the BBC 
Films executive across the micro-budget filmmaking initiative iFeatures, 
responsible for fostering emerging talent. Titles include William Oldroyd’s 
acclaimed and multi award-winning LADY MACBETH, Hope Dickson Leach’s THE 
LEVELLING and Guy Myhill’s BIFA-winning THE GOOB. 
 
In 2012 Nichola produced MJ Delaney’s debut feature POWDER ROOM, adapted 
by Rachel Hirons’ from her stage play WHEN WOMEN WEE. From 2004 to 2011, 
Nichola was development executive at Ealing Studios, where she worked on films 
including the hit ST. TRINIAN’S franchise, John Landis’ BURKE & HARE, Stephan 
Elliott’s EASY VIRTUE and Ol Parker’s IMAGINE ME & YOU. She began her career as 
producer’s assistant at Renaissance Films, and has also worked as a freelance 
development consultant and casting director. 
 
KATE GLOVER (producer) 
Originally hailing from Sydney, Australia, Kate has worked as a line producer and 
unit production manager for feature films including THE FORGIVEN, GREED, 
HAMPSTEAD and MR HOLMES, and for high-end TV shows including MCMAFIA and 
A CHRISTMAS CAROL. She has also co-produced critically acclaimed films 
Including CALM WITH HORSES which premiered at the Toronto International Film 
Festival, I AM NOT A SERIAL KILLER, which premiered at South by Southwest, and 
the box office hits 47 METERS DOWN and 47 METERS DOWN: UNCAGED, filmed 
entirely underwater. She also recently produced the first episode of BLACK 
MIRROR’s fifth season: STRIKING VIPERS, which was shot in Brazil and was 
nominated for a PGA award: Outstanding Producer of TV. 
 
KIT FRASER (director of photography) 
Kit Fraser began his career as a camera assistant and studied at Westminster Film 
School, where he specialised in cinematography. 
 
Shortly after graduating in 2005 he began working as director of photography and 
was featured as a Rising Star by Kodak and noted as One to Watch by the British 
Society of Cinematographers. 
 
Kit shot Babak Anvari's UNDER THE SHADOW which won the BAFTA for 
Outstanding British Debut. He went on to shoot features including POSSUM for 
Matt Holness, FARMING for Adewale Akinnuoye-Agbaje and SHADOW IN THE 
CLOUD for Roseanne Liang. He teamed up again with Babak Anvari to 
shoot WOUNDS. THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN marks Kit’s second collaboration 
with director Craig Roberts, having previously worked together on ETERNAL 
BEAUTY. He has also forged a highly successful career in commercials, shooting 
numerous spots for Gucci, Christian Dior, Lancome, Nike, Samsung and Mercedes, 
along with music promos including for Adele and Sam Smith. 
 
 
 
 



SARAH FINLAY (production designer) 
Sarah has been working in the film and television industry for over 15 years, 
and has achieved a variety of credits across a range of different projects. 
Initially working on short films, she made her way into television and film as an 
assistant and worked her way up through the art department. 
 
Sarah’s credits as Production Designer include Andrew Haigh’s 45 YEARS 
Sebastian Lelio’s DISOBEDIENCE and JULIET, NAKED directed by Jesse Peretz. 
Her latest features include Harry Macqueen’s SUPERNOVA and Francis 
Lee’s AMMONITE. 
 
SIAN JENKINS (costume designer) 
Sian graduated from the Royal Welsh College of Music & Drama with a BA Hons 
in Theatre Design in 2001 and has worked extensively as a Costume Designer for 
film, television and theatre ever since. From Welsh-language television series 
GWAITH/CARTREF (Nominee: Best Costume Design, British Academy Cymru 
Awards 2012) to Francis Lee’s GOD’S OWN COUNTRY (The Michael Powell Award 
for Best British Feature Film, EIFF 2017; Harvey-Manner Readers' Jury Award, 
Berlin International Film Festival 2017; Sundance Film Festival 2017); Carol 
Morley’s THE FALLING (Nominee: Best Film, London Film Festival 2014) and 
Nicolas Winding Refn’s BRONSON (World Cinema Dramatic Competition, Sundance 
2009), her designs are united by both their authenticity and creativity. 
 
Sian regularly collaborates with Welsh director Craig Roberts, for whom she has 
designed ETERNAL BEAUTY with Sally Hawkins (Best Costume Design, British 
Academy Cymru Awards 2020), and JUST JIM. 
Sian has recently wrapped on feature film GOOD LUCK TO YOU, LEO GRANDE 
with Emma Thompson in the lead. She also worked on DREAM HORSE for director 
Euros Lyn, starring Toni Colette and Damian Lewis. 
 
TARA MCDONALD (hair & make-up designer) 
Tara McDonald has worked consistently over the past 20 years as a Hair & Make- 
Up Designer in film and television with many highly acclaimed directors such as 
Pawel Pawlikowski, James Marsh, Ken Loach, Sally Potter, Stephen Poliakoff and 
Michael Winterbottom. 
 
In 2003, Tara designed her first feature film, the BAFTA award winning MY 
SUMMER OF LOVE. Tara has since designed the hair and make up on numerous 
high-end television dramas including Stephen Poliakoff’s CLOSE TO THE ENEMY 
and SUMMER OF ROCKETS for BBC 2; and David Hare’s ROADKILL for BBC1. 
 
Film credits include GREED, KING OF THEIVES, DAD’S ARMY, SUBMARINE, 
GINGER & ROSA and the recent remake of Noel Coward’s BLITHE SPIRIT. 
In February 2021, Tara wrapped production on WHAT’S LOVE GOT TO DO WITH IT 
for Working Title. Directed by Shekhar Kapur and written by Jemima Khan, the 
cross-cultural romantic comedy stars Emma Thompson, Lily James and Shazad 
Latif. 



JONATHAN AMOS, ACE (editor) 
Jonathan Amos has worked on a number of feature films including Ben 
Wheatley’s REBECCA starring Lily James and Armie Hammer, THE KID WHO 
WOULD BE KING directed by Joe Cornish, Paul King’s PADDINGTON 2, Edgar 
Wright’s BABY DRIVER, GRIMSBY directed by Louis Letterier, A UNITED KINGDOM 
for Pathe, IN FEAR directed by Jeremy Lovering, SCOTT PILGIM VS. THE WORLD 
for Universal Pictures, Big Talk’s ATTACK THE BLOCK directed by Joe Cornish, and 
Nick Cave’s feature documentary 20,000 DAYS ON EARTH. Television credits 
include the BBC’s PRAM FACE, FREE AGENTS for Big Talk, Mitchell and Webb’s 
PEEP SHOW, SPOOKS, and ASHES TO ASHES for Kudos. 
 
Jon’s awards include the Best Film Editing Award at 2018 BAFTAs, Best Film 
Editing award at 2018 Critics Choice Awards and a nomination for Best Film 
Editing at 2018 Academy Awards for BABY DRIVER. Jon won 2010 San Diego Film 
Critics Society Award for Best Editing for SCOTT PILGRIM VS. THE WORLD, for 
which he was also nominated for Best Editing of a Feature at the Annual ACE Eddie 
Awards in 2011; and the Editing Award for World Cinema Documentary at the 2014 
Sundance Film Festival, for 20,000 DAYS ON EARTH. 
 
SHAHEEN BAIG (casting director) 
Shaheen Baig is a London-based casting director known for working with 
emerging new filmmakers and established directors across film and television. 
Film credits include the debut features of Anton Corbijn, William Oldroyd, Francis 
Lee, Idris Elba and Sally El Hosaini. She has worked with established directors 
such as Sean Durkin, Clio Barnard, Ben Wheatley, Carol Morley, Peter Strickland 
and David Mackenzie. 
 
Shaheen’s most recent film work includes SUPERNOVA, MOGUL MOWGLI, RARE 
BEASTS, CALM WITH HORSES and the forthcoming EVERYBODY’S TALKING ABOUT 
JAMIE, and Reggie Yates’ feature directorial debut PIRATES. 
 
In television, Shaheen has cast all six series of PEAKY BLINDERS, as well as award 
winning dramas THREE GIRLS, BLACK MIRROR, NATIONAL TREASURE, MAN LIKE 
MOBEEN, THE VIRTUES, GIRI/HAJI and most recently BAFTA-nominated ADULT 
MATERIAL and THE THIRD DAY. 
 
Shaheen is a member of BAFTA, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 
and the Casting Directors Guild of Great Britain & Ireland. In 2004 Shaheen was 
awarded Best New Talent Award by Women In Film and Television. 
 
ISOBEL WALLER-BRIDGE (composer) 
Isobel Waller-Bridge is a composer and sound designer. 
 
Her television credits include THE SPLIT, VANITY FAIR, FLEABAG, AND THE 
MAKING OF FROZEN PLANET. In film, she has worked in composing or 
orchestration for DARK HORSE, documentary SECRET HORSE, THE IMPOSTER, and 
THE BOUNTY HUNTER. 



Her work for theatre includes composing and serving as composer and sound 
designer for Fleabag (Soho Theatre and UK tour); Curtains (Rose Theatre 
Kingston); End of Longing (Playhouse Theatre), Incognito (Bush Theatre), 
Yellowface (National Theatre) and Dutchman (Young Vic) and serving as musical 
director for A Woman Killed with Kindness at the National Theatre and A Christmas 
Carol at Manchester Library Theatre. 
 
PHIL CANNING (music supervisor) 
Phil began working in the music industry in the early 2000s, at Warp Records, 
mainly as the International Marketing & Promotion Manager, where he helped to 
release albums by acts ranging from Aphex Twin & Boards of Canada, to Grizzly 
Bear & Vincent Gallo, via Flying Lotus & many many more. When Warp Films was 
created, he began music supervising on feature films including FOUR LIONS (Chris 
Morris), BUNNY & THE BULL (Paul King), SUBMARINE (Richard Ayoade) and 
BERBERIAN SOUND STUDIO (Peter Strickland). He also then ran the Artist 
Management division at Warp (managing Battles, Tanlines, New Build, and then 
later Pulled Apart By Horses & Vonica). 
 
He was appointed Creative Manager for Film at Universal Music Publishing in 
London, representing one of the largest and most prestigious music catalogues, 
to the UK film industry. From Irving Berlin to Elton John, and from Adele to Billie 
Eilish, the roster boasts superstars from every genre and from every decade. 
 
Simultaneously he also continues to work as an independent Music Supervisor. In 
2017 he supervised the BAFTA award winning film I AM NOT A WITCH by Rungano 
Nyoni also nominated for Best Music at the BIFA Awards after its Cannes premiere. 
He then also supervised on films for Matt Holness, Jim Hoskins, Crystal Moselle, 
and in 2018 he was nominated for Music Supervisor of the year at the Music Week 
Sync Awards. Other recent films Phil has supervised on include Brian Welch's rave 
epic BEATS, Nick Rowland's celebrated brutal Irish drama CALM WITH HORSES, 
Phylidda Lloyd's Sundance hit drama HERSELF, and the multiple award-winning 
LIMBO, directed by Ben Sharrock. 
 
In 2020/2021 Phil began supervsing on some UK television series and is working 
on INVASION directed by Michael Pearce starring Riz Ahmed and Octavia Spencer. 
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